
CST Marine 

MAST AND BOOM SECTIONS

CST’s business was founded in the marine market and it remains as our largest market sector. Through our passionate 
interest and understanding of sailing we have developed a range of the fastest dinghy and skiff spars available today. 
Our spars have won 6 world and 12 national championships over the last 12 months, proving that we are the premier
spar maker in the dinghy market. 

Our filament wound tube range is used extensively in this market and we also offer a range of pultruded profiles. With 
the success of current products, CST's team is always developing new ranges in search of lighter and stiffer spars. This 
includes a new range of yacht sections as we continue to expand into this market with our already proven technologincludes a new range of yacht sections as we continue to expand into this market with our already proven technology.

Photo: Flying Tiger 10 spars ready to ship.

Most of CST Composites tubing and spars are produced by the filament winding process, using a high temperature 
epoxy resin combined with aerospace grade carbon fibre to create tough, stiff and light sections.

Our filament winding process is fully automated and computer controlled, in which resin impregnated fibres are wrapped 
in a geometric pattern over a rotating male mandrel. This process produces considerable advantages over conventional 
hand-laid and fabric wrapped pre-preg techniques with precise fibre orientations, high fibre-to-resin ratios, straight 
uncrimped fibre paths and excellent consistency.  Tubes are also post cured under high temperature and pressure, to 
ensure the highest quality laminate. ensure the highest quality laminate. 

All CST tubes are checked for weight, dents, straightness and fibre orientation by our quality control department. By 
comparing the finished products against the computer generated product data we are able to make sure each tube 
complies to it's designed manufacturing specifications.  This means every CST spar will respond, feel and weigh the 
same, ensuring excellent performance time after time.

CST Composites has supplied sections for various classes such as the Antrim 24 and 27, JS9000, Thompson 7's and 8's 
and more recently the Flying Tiger 10M, Beneteau 42s7 and Corsair 50. 

Our range of yacht products consists of various mast, boom, spinnaker pole and bow pole sections. These are available 
in standard, intermediate and high modulus grades of carbon fibre, offering cost effective spar solutions for sailors with 
various budgets. 

We offer yacht spar sections in elliptical and round profiles for a wide range of sports boats and 
yachts, 6m up to 20m in length. 

The yacht section sizes start with round 70, 80, 90mm ID to D ellipticals with fore/aft 
measurements of 113, 120, 134, 142, 166, 191, 234, 250, 279 and 300mm.

Photo: Flying Stars racing with full CST spar kits.

CST SPAR TECHNOLOGY
 

YACHTS / LARGE MULTIHULLS
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SPINNAKER AND BOW POLES

RIGGING SERVICE

CST produces spinnaker, bow poles and receiving tubes from small dinghies to maxi yachts. A carbon fibre spinnaker
pole gives a weight reduction of typically 50-60%, compared to equivalent aluminium poles, or increased strength and 
stiffness providing great gains in handling and manoeuverability. 

The poles can be supplied as bare tubes or complete with machined plastic plugs, selected end fittings and trip lines. 
There is also the option of including an aramid wear patch and clear coating with 2 pack polyurethane for UV protection.

CST has established a close working relationship with Allyacht Spars in Australia and Ballenger Spars in
USA to provide a complete spar solution for the customer. Both of these companies have vast 
experience designing and rigging composite spars. With their help we can now supply completely 
rigged CST sections specifically engineered to suit the boat you sail.

We also have in house RTM and resin infusion capabilities to create custom or one off composite 
rigging components, “offering a one stop shop” for all your yachting requirements.

Performance, quality and reliability. For over 10 years CST has been at the forefront of dinghy and skiff mast 
development. CST spars have won world championships in almost all the classes we supply such as the 12' skiff, 
18' skiff, International 14, Contender and International Moth. The reason for this lies in our dedicated approach to spar 
                                                                  design and continuous development and optimisation with leading sailors 
                                                                  from each class. 

The latest development in dinghy technology has been the introduction of 
CST Nano Spars™. This technology utilises materials which to our knowledge 
are the highest performance carbon based products ever offered in the dinghy 
or yacht racing arena. Higher than America’s Cup or Volvo 70!  

The range is available for the International Moth class while other dinghy and 
skiff classes still having the choice between standard, intermediate and high 
modulus spars.modulus spars.

Complimenting our dinghy spar range is a selection of carbon fibre spar fittings,
composite sail track and carbon/aramid tiller extensions available for all classes.

CST composites sells a range of carbon fibre sail battens for dinghies, skiffs and yachts. The product is manufactured 
using our pultrusion technology to give extremely light, tough, strong and reliable products. 

The process includes grinding of battens to designed shape using our automated grinding process which allows great 
accuracy and repeatability. Used by reputable sail making brands such as Ullman Sails, North Sails and Neil Pryde, the 
new battens can be specifically designed to match the designed bend curve of your sail. Furthermore the new CST 
carbon battens are up to 60% lighter than the traditional fibreglass rectangular variety. 

In conjunction with NSW oar manufacturer, Jacoars, CST have developed a 
new rowing oar shaft. The shafts have been used by surf boat crews to win 
the Australian Pro Surf Boat Championship proving the competitiveness of 
the product.

The filament wound shafts are made utilising precision CNC grinding 
technology and use custom mandrels and machinery during manufacture. 
The finished product oThe finished product offers a 10% reduction in weight and 10% increase in 
stiffness over the competitor's products.
   

DINGHIES AND SKIFFS

SAIL BATTENS

ROWING OARS
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